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Louise Plummer is the author of several young adult novels including Finding Daddy, A Dance for Three, and The
Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman. She is a retired English professor, and taught at Brigham Young University.

Kindle eBook 7 of 7 people found the following review helpful. A great Christmas YA novel--witty and well
written. Nothing is made up. I want truth and conflict even in romance. From the Paperback edition. Ad veri
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I know what I did. I also used stuff my English teacher taught me about writing. He said a story must have
conflict. My life was one big conflict last Christmas. This is the honest truth and I want truth even in romance.
This was probably the best possible book to begin my Christmas event with. It was absolutely adorable, and
everything I look for in a cozy Christmas read. As always, my main points are bolded. Kate Bjorkman, aka
Boo, is the author and narrator of this book, and she is hilarious. Her inner dialogue and her antics had me
giggling with delight. In these notes, she either talks about how she hates what she just wrote, how she needs
to add or take away experiences she talked about, or her frustrations as an author trying to come up with the
right words and presentation. I really loved this portion of the book, because we get to learn a lot about Kate
here. I loved every character in this book, and that rarely happens. You know what I mean? I love her bother
and sister-in-law and their cute newlywed spats and romance. Her parents are awesome. This book is so witty!
I loved the funny things the characters said to each other, plus reading Kate make fun of romance novels was
great. I wish this book really existed! Rather than having real chapter headings Chapter 1, Chapter 2, etc. I
loved the wonderful word choices and love of language that the author exhibited in this book. This book is
dated. Embrace them, because they are stupendous. This book is so sparkly and Christmasy, and perfect. I am
so in the mood for Christmas right now. Rather than continuing with my review, I thought I could explain my
love of this book best just by giving you a taste of it for yourself. Anyway, read the quotes! Richard Bradshaw
filled the doorway. Okay, a flourish of trumpets here. The hero has arrived. And because he was my hero long
before I began writing this novel, ever since I can remember, in fact, my face grew hot. The hell with it. They
were warm eyes. That was me, Kate Bjorkman, a potential Ph. And my mother agreed. The only bad thing
about me was my eyes: But that morning, January 2, I was deranged.
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Issuu is a digital publishing platform that makes it simple to publish magazines, catalogs, newspapers, books, and more
online. Easily share your publications and get them in front of Issuu's.

I loved it and would recommend it to all the young By marian ClarkAnother inspiring novel by Louise
Plummer. She inserts humor and thoughtful morals that are not dated. I loved it and would recommend it to all
the young readers I know. I had to read it straight through. How about more of these Louise. Marian Dunn0 of
0 people found the following review helpful. While the believability of the characters causes you to fall in love
with them. My favorite book from 15 years agoBy Claire B. On a whim I decided to order it and it still stands
the test of time - a great, YA novel. Witty, funny, sweet and sincere. I dont like romance novels. Theyre full of
three-paragraph kisses describing peoples tongues and spittle. But what do you do if youve lived a real
romance with a great-looking guy Richard and he loves you as much as you love him? I know what I did. I
wrote this romance novel about myself, using the Romance Writers Phrase Book. I also used stuff my English
teach taught me about writing. He said a story must have conflict. My life was one big conflict last Christmas.
I didnt make anything up. This is the honest truth and I want truth even in romance. Im betting youll want the
same. Spoofing the searing descriptions and pat plots of torrid bodice rippers, this six-foot tall heroine with
glasses thick as Coke bottles and an I. After much humorous travail, everything sorts itself out, and Kate lives
happily ever after, at least for the six weeks that her romance has lasted. Witty, keen writing; likable
characters, and an interesting format form a fast-paced, refreshing book with lots of appeal. Kate is a uniquely
strong female protagonist whose reflections on life, love, and people shine through. With a forgivably pat
ending this is a bodice ripper, after all! I wrote a romance novel. My English teacher said there must be
conflict in a story. Nothing is made up. I want truth even in romance.
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The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman is a must-read for anyone who loves a romance book with a twist! It is
interesting, can leave you wondering at times, and somewhat teaches you to always have hope.

I know what I did. I also used stuff my English teach taught me about writing. He said a story must have
conflict. My life was one big conflict last Christmas. This is the honest truth and I want truth even in romance.
A Customer on Mar 26, Louise Plummer has taken the romance novel to a new level, and YA readers will get
a kick out of how she has fun with the conventions of romance novels while at the same time spinning an
enjoyable, and funny, story about a girl who falls in love. For teachers, this book presents many opportunities
to discuss writing and the writing process; Kate, the narrator, includes revision notes that reflect on what she
has written and how she might revise her romance novel. Superficially, the writing is quick and bright, the
characters are engaging, and the pace is spot on. Here is a protagonist that anyone love, and bookish young
women the world over can identify with. Cheers to strong, self-possessed women. At one point in the novel,
Kate decides that her parents are simply too darling and sympathetic, so she makes lists of their faults to
incorporate. The resulting lists are some of the funniest moments in the book, and only serve to make her
parents seem more endearing. Plummer succeeds, making us believe that the Bjorkmans really could live
down the street. She is the revelation of the novel. First, we see one of the loveliest depictions of female
friendship and generosity in print when she mentors Kate through romance that the title promises a necessary
counterbalance to the supposed friendship between Kate and Ashley. Second, she makes explicit the
undercurrent of feminist ideas that Kate and her family subtly embody. Third, if the reader is so inclines, Fleur
can be read as a lesbian. A Customer on May 08, Kate is a ordinary girl whose had a crush on that she has had
forever. But Kate, who every girl can relate to, deals with it all amazingly. This book is fun and fresh, and a
nice read any time you want a little break and some refreshing holiday love and mush. Kate Bjorkman
captures readers! Metafiction for young adults! Well, I suppose it actually sorta did, but not in the thorough
and engaging way that Plummer does it in this book. All the characters were very well thought out and were
clear to understand. Kate, the main character, was great! Her personalilty was enjoyable and is someone to
relate to. The romance between Kate and Richard was awesome and very interesting. Their personalities were
definate and were a great part of the book. The way her personality was so positive throughtout the book was
great! Even when it seemed like everyone was fighting, Fleur always had a smile on her face, or a comment to
bring happiness to the other characters. The book was enjoyable and kept me interested! This book was
humorous, and well written A Customer on Sep 20, This book is a must read for anyone out there who loves a
very real romance. This is not the romance with the skinny, petite, gorgeous female, and the handsome, strong,
popular male. This is a very realistic novel about two unsuspecting people who happen to fall in love. The
relationship between all the characters in so real, you can feel all the emotions they all feel. Once you pick up
this book it is so hard to put it down. It touched so many emotions, just like a teen romance should A
Customer on Nov 02, It was a very excellent book. The reason why it was such a good book is because you
can really relateto the main character and its really funny. It opensyour eyes on the "L" word Love , and
portrays itas something we all want and need in a very humorousway. It fullfills its job as a book because you
can really feel feeling, cry when the character is sad, tingle when the character is kissed, its a book that you
can really become. I loved the book. A must read for anyone who likes a little reality with their romance. A
Customer on Mar 13, This book is just awesome! Not only is it funny but it is definitly a book you can read
over and over again. The main character is a six foot tall girl who is revolted by the idea of romances. I think
Louise Plummer has really made an awesome peice of work. Still loving it years later.. Fischer on Jan 05, I
loved this book so much that I read it every winter-- 6 years later I am still captivated by the story You can get
emotionally interwined in the pages and there are certain parts that always give me this warm fuzzy feeling
accompanied by a smile.. Most of the time I thought the whole schtick was cute, but sometimes it got a bit
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tedious. For example after some chapters there is a "Revision Notes" chapter and those I could have done
without. This story was an interesting idea for a romance novel. She comments on what should be included at
this time in a normal romance and whatnot. She has her handy dandy romance writers phrase book to look at
for inspiration when describing things and it was humorous at times. For example she goes on about breast at
one point and how there are so many different descriptions for them. After a while though the whole schtick
got to me. So the premise of the story? Kate is an average looking girl, taller than most and wears coke bottle
glasses that magnify her eyes. She has had a crush on her brothers bff, Richard, forever and he comes home
with the brother and another girl for Christmas. Things change and the Kate and the boy fall in love. Pretty
straightforward romance with the interesting style. For the most part it was a good read. She ever writes how
you will be questioning it just as you are which again was an interesting idea. The friend, Ashley, threw
herself at Richard every two second even though she knew Kate was interested in him. She is written like she
throws herself at every guy so Richard is not really different. He tries to hold her off though. Oh the end
completely ruined it for me. Everyone knows she will just be all over him the whole night, Kate is not friends
with her anymore, why would she push Richard to still go with her? It made absolutely no sense. He knows
what will happen! Why would you want to put up with someone throwing herself at you all night and not
getting the hint? But whatever, Richard can just keep shutting her down right? Until Kate sees Ashley trying
to get Richard to make out with her, sees the friend kissing him and at first he tries to push her away, but she is
adamant about it. Then he finally gives in and starts kissing her back. Great guy that one. You two have been
together for like a week and already he is making out with someone else. Maybe this would be okay if they
worked it out in a better way or if they were going to be together at college or something, but no they are
going to be in two different places. I mean really there would be no other option if some girl started kissing
him. He would just have to give in and go with it as So it is not even a happy ending. For as much as I thought
the rest of the story was cute the end with the cheating and lame reconciliation just ruined all my good
thoughts about the book. It was an interesting idea, but not really a great story. This review was originally
posted to Jen in Bookland I loved it and would recommend it to all the young She inserts humor and
thoughtful morals that are not dated. I loved it and would recommend it to all the young readers I know. I had
to read it straight through. How about more of these Louise. While the believability of the characters causes
you to fall in love with them. My favorite book from 15 years ago By Claire B. On a whim I decided to order
it and it still stands the test of time - a great, YA novel. Witty, funny, sweet and sincere. I read this every year
at Christmas. And I loved every moment of it. So much that I now re-read it every year at Christmas. It never
gets old. If you like romance novels, if you write or want to write romance novels My mother bought me a
copy when I was a teenager, I read it over and over again, and then gave it to a friend. It took me several years
to locate another copy. Thank goodness for sites like amazon!
5: The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman by Louise Plummer | www.enganchecubano.com
The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman (Laurel-Leaf Books) by Louise Plummer and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

6: The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman by Louise Plummer
Click to read more about The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman (Laurel-Leaf Books) by Louise Plummer. LibraryThing
is a cataloging and social networking site for booklovers All about The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman (Laurel-Leaf
Books) by Louise Plummer.
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Buy a cheap copy of The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman book by Louise Plummer. I'm Kate Bjorkman. I don't like
romance novels. They're full of three-paragraph kisses describing people's tongues and spittle.

8: The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman : Louise Plummer :
The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman was an interesting read. Most of the time I thought the whole schtick was cute,
but sometimes it got a bit tedious. For example after some chapters there is a "Revision Notes" chapter and those I
could have done without.

9: The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman (Laurel-Leaf Books) by Louise Plummer ()
The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman is both a clever satire on romance novels, and a lovely, thoughtful romance in
and of itself. It's written like the first draft of a novel with Notes for Revision interrupting the narrative every three
chapters or so.
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